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Residence hall
makeover

The BG News
The University plans
to spend almost $14

The University could have an

million on furniture

Interim president chosen as early
as June 6.
Michael Marsh, chair of the
University Board of Trustees,

throughout various

said a subcommittee has been
working to And an interim president since current President
Sidney Itibcau announced his
plans to leave the University two
weeks ago.
Ribeau will become the Kith
president of Howard University
in Washington D.C. this August

residence halls
| Page 3

Local designers
in the spotlight
Ohio artists explain

A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Board begins search for interim
i / Gn..i Potthoff
and Scott R«ck«r

and electrical upgrades

ESTABLISHED 1920

"It's a one of a kind university,"
Ribeau said about Howard.
He said Howard University
has manv positive similarities
K. HGSU.

Sidney
Ribeau
Will be assuming
the presidency at

"Ithasagreat history andavery
important niche," Ribeau said.
"Much of what they are doing
in the surrounding communities
are very similar to some of the
engagement activities we have at
Bowling tireen."
I lealsosaid Howard University
has a little more to offer.
"It has a lot of similarities to
Bowling Green but it also has
a broader array of programs,"
Ribeau said in reference to

Howard University

Howard University having a
Medical and law school.
Although Ribeau has not been
involved in the interim choosing
process yet, Marsh said he probably could.
"1 think everyone would like to
hear his input." Marsh said.
Ribeau said he'll leaving
the interim selection process

to the board.
According to Marsh, a subcommittee is combing through
resumes and following up on
suggestions made by members
ill the University community to
find a replacement.
The plan is for the subcommittee to narrow the field of candidates down to two or three so
they can bring their choices to
the entire board at the lune f>
meeting scheduled specifically
lor this purpose.
Board of Trustee members
Stephanie Imhoff, lobn Miiiue
Jr., William Primrose III and |.
Robert Sebo are all on the sub-

committee, but declined to coin
metrt on their progress.
the board could pick an interim internally or go outside ol
the University, but Marsh said
be would pretei someone who
ahead) knows theii way around
since this would lie a reasonably
short-term job.
"I would like to, it possible1.
have the opportunity to spend
time with the1 Interim.' Ribeau

said.
If the five weeks before the
lune (i meeting are not enough
(INTERIM

how they got started

^a

and why they enjoy
their craf; | Page 6

Old favorites
grace the silver
screen

University
director
dead at 59

0 nlinec asses

Speed Racer makes

vs.

a shakey debut while
Indiana Jones excites
movie-goers | Page 6

By Scott Recker

On-campus classes

Gas prices
don't have an
easy solution
Columnist Brian

. Editor

Online course enrollment grows despite human interaction

Eggenberger explains
why the issue of gas
prices won't be solved

By Jessica Spies

any time
| Page 4

Reporter
Online classes have taken off in recent
years due to the flexibility they bring to
students. Bitt they lack one thing: faceto-face contact.
University Instructor Frederick
Zackel has taught on-campus classes
tor more than 12 years, but now teaches exclusively online.
Zackel misses the classroom and the
interaction that goes along with it.
"I miss that face-to-face contact. I
miss the adrenalineand the excitement
that comes when a class is going great,
and everything clicks," he said.
Students feel this same lack of contact,
as they do not get the same response

Subjective
and objective
teachers
Are professors biased
or simply showing
kindness? Columnist
Wonder
examines the question
with his freshman year
of experience | Page 4

Lady Falcons
finish season
after rough start
The women s Softball

teammates winning a
number of awards in

By Gin.i Potthoff

the MAC and NCAA
| Page 5
I he I Iniversity Board of Trustees
held their fourth meeting of the
school year Friday, May 2, to disCUSS campus issues when most
Students were heading out of
town for the summer.
I he board had many issues to
be passed on the meeting dockel, including:

r \

Arts Department as Center
of Excellence
The University's Strategic
Planning Group has come up
with a plan to advance the
,nis department, which was
the unanimous choice to be a
University Center of Excellence,
according to Provost Shirley

Who do you think
the next B6SU
president should be?

Baugher.

KRISTIN WILKINSON.
Junior International Studies

See ONLINE | Page 2

The Change Team, headed by
co chairs Mel Hudson-Nowak
and William Mathis, is made
up of faculty, staff, administrators and students working four
hours a week to come up with a

draft to go along with the Board
of Regents' proposal that Ohio
universities identify their areas
of strength.

Faculty and Staff Promotions
and Tenures
The board promoted 11 faculty members to full professor,
15 others to associate professor
and 15 faculty members were
granted tenure.
"Today is the best day of
the year to be on the Board
of Trustees," said board chair
Michael Marsh in reference to
the number of faculty recognized.
Eleven other faculty were
promoted to emeritus status
because of their years of scholarship and teaching and Verner
Bingman, a professor of psychology, was named Distinguished
Research Professor because of
his outstanding research and
publication dealing with brain
structure and memory in birds.
Several Student Handbook
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JUST SKATING: A group of friends enjoy skating at the ice rink The University Board of
Trustees approved spending 44 million to renovate the ice arena

updates were also discussed and

for ice arena renovations.

approved.

"If we want it to remain an ice
arena and not a mud puddle.
we need to make renovations."
Stoll said.

Financial Projects

Chief University Financial
Officer Sherideen Stoll recommended money be set aside

See PLANS | Page 3

University
"I le lias literally
impacted thou

sands of students,"
Gar)
Swegan
Universit)

dine

tor of admissions,

Clarence
said. Not only in
encouraging them Terry Jr.
to pursue higher Worked to
education.
but recruit
|also| lending his minority
support once the)
students for
got here.'
Terry was not the University
only a recruiter,
he was also a mentor and friend
to the students he recruited,
Swegan said.
It never mattered lo Clarence
whethera student wasa freshmen,
sophomore, junior or senior.
Swegan said "Once you got con
nected to him he continued lo
work on your behalf."
University Director of Equity
and Diversity Marshall Rose
worked closely with Clarence on
many projects.
"Any kind of requests we had. or
lime we needed information from
admissions Clarence was verj
helpful," Rose said, lie was very
kind and generous with his time,
and with bis resources.''
Rose said Clarence was somei me you could always confide in as
a friend and a colleague.
I le is somebody that a lot of us
will miss.'' Hose said.
Surviving Clarence are his
wife, Uelcnia (ones' Terry, and
his sisters, Theresa Pawnell and
l.illie Terry.
I'he funeral was Monday in St.
Paul Missionary Baptist Church.
(lie family suggests tributes to the University Office of
Admissions, where a scholarship
has been made in Terry's name.

African immigrants overcome barriers better than others, research says

| Page 4

By Angie Burdge

I

online classes comes expanded coverage of education in this country.
"Online courses may be the best way
to expand higher education across the
state and the nation. They provide a
wonderful opportunity for those who
have obligations that cannot be set
aside," Zackel said.
People who would not normally be
able to take college courses may be able
to now because of online courses.
"Many online students are non-traditional, that is, they are typically age
25 or older, may work full time, and/or
have families," Molnar said.
Online classes give convenience and

Board discusses financial plans, arts dept.

team cleaned up. with

"Ryan Seacrest"

from professors, said junior Beth Fllis.
"I tookAstronomy online last year, but
I didn't like it," Ellis said. "I would rather
take a class where I can ask a question
and get an immediate response."
Despite the lack of face-to-face
interaction, online enrollment at the
University has increased dramatically. This summer 4,431 students are
enrolled, as opposed to 3,201 in summer 2007.
"Online course enrollments have
grown both at a national and state
level." said Connie Vlolnar. director of
Interactive Distance Education for All
Learners at the University.
Enrollment at the University reflects
national growth, Molnar said.
With the increased enrollment in

Clarence Terry |r.. 59, who spent
23 years ol his life encouraging
minority students to enroll at the
University, died May 13, at the
Cleveland Clinic from complies
lions of cancer.
\s the University's director ol
multicultural recruitment, he visited high SCIK nils ,ic loss the nation
in give students the same1 opportunity he had.
A native ol I leveland, Terry
graduated from lobn Hay High
School and was
recruited by the

Reporter

TODAY
AM Showers
High: 62. Low 44

-
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TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 64. Low: 44

i

For African immigrants, success
in the U.S. may depend on the
country they are from, according to a recent study done by
University geography professor
Kefa M. Otiso.
Oliso, originally from Kenya,
became interested in how fellow
Africans were incorporated into
U.S. society six years ago. This
prompted his research, which
shows that overall, African immi-

grants not only perform better in
education and employment than
other immigrants, but they also
perform higher than the rest of
the U.S. population in the same
areas.
Otiso believes the factors
responsible for this success are
"their good work ethic, focus and
a drive to succeed that is honed
by the limited socioeconomic
opportunities in their native
African countries."
Wezi Ndhlovu, a junior and
president of the African Peoples

Kefa M.
Otiso
Geography
professor
at the University

Association and originally from
Zambia, echoes this sentiment.
"Most Africans, myself included, have been brought up guided
by the saying 'education is the
key to success,'" Ndhlovu said.
"Most Africans will put their

classes before anything else
They have their families looking
up to them to come back home
with a distinguished status."
However, Otiso also found
success is higher among Africans
from English-speaking count ties
such as South Africa. Nigeria.
Kenya and Egypt, as immigrants
are more able to adapt and take
advantage of all opportunities
available in the States.
For many students from all
parts of Africa, adapting to liftin America has been one of the

hardest obstacles to overcome.
"African students have to
work extra bard to overcome the
wrong impressions that have
been created by the media that
Africa is backward and nothing
but woods and animals," said
Douglas Kiteki, a junior and former AI'A treasurer from Kenya.
Students from certain countries such as Somalia face even
more hardships than cultural
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id determine an Interim, the
board may postpone their
final decision until the lune
25 meeting, which is usually
reserved to discuss budget
issues.
Marsh said because all the
hoard members are volunteers with their own jobs, putting in more time to choose an
interim Is a little difficult.
"In our defense, everyone was caught by surprise.''
Marsh said.
After an interim is chosen.
B search committee with faculty, hoard members, administrators and undergraduate
and graduate students will be
created to look for a permanent replacement for Ribeau.
Marsh said some groups are
already deciding which members will represent their organizations on thai committee,
Nick (iamero. a senior
and Undergraduate Student
Government senator, said
Ribeau will he missed because
many students look up to his

tl
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I know people who say

"This is a desirable
place, a desirable
job, and I'm
confident someone
will come."
Michael Marsh | Board of Trustees

Ribeau is their hero," he said.
Though Marsh has never
replaced a president before,
he thinks choosing a permanent replacement for Ribeau
should take about a year from
what he has read.
As for qualities a president
or interim should possess,
Marsh said there weren't any
specifics that came to mind.
"If it were up to me, I would
pick someone like what we
had,'' he said, "but it's up to
the full board to decide.
In the meantime, Marsh
wants students to know
there's a competent and caring administration still here
lor them.
This is a desirable place.
a desirable job. and I'm confident someone will come,"
he said.

CITY
BRIEF
Police arrest suspect
and seize 12
marijuana plants
On May 14.12 suspected marijuana
plants along with six grams of suspected marijuana and paraphernalia
were found at a residence on the 800
block of Second Street, after the police
subdued a man who threatened to
harm himself
Police Officers were informed from a
helpline that a man at the residence was
threatening to kill himself with a
22 caliber handgun
The City Police then set up a perimeter around the man's house, and called
in a Crisis Negotiator to help convince
the man to surrender
The man surrendered himself to
Police in the hallway outside his apartment with no further problems.
Police then entered his apartment
and found the handgun and the possible mari|uana
The man was transported to Flower

Hospital in Sylvania for an involuntary
72-hour admission, for further psychiatric evaluation.
No charges have officially been tiled

AFRICAN

ONLINE

"I'm working at two jobs this summer

access on-campus classes cannot provide, she said.
Joshua (ones, sophomore,
agreed and thinks online classes prove to be a great alternative
to on-campus classes.
Tm working at two jobs this
summer and don't have time
to go to class," [ones said. "I can
check my lonlinel class at 3 a.m.,
which I can't do with on ram
pus classes."
Students taking online
courses can contact professors
by phone, e-mail, discussion
hoards and even "chat" tools,
which substitute as office hours.
Molnarsaid.
Scott I'irotb. professor of both
political science and Canadian
■studies, said he is always willing
to meet with students taking
online courses, lie leaches oncampus classes as well, but sees

I can check my [online] class at 3 a.m.,

From Page 1

and don't have time to go to class.
which I can't do with on-campus classes."
Joshua Jones | Sophomore

a similar trend in student-professor communication.
"Most communication occurs
through e-mail," he said. "Far
more students send me e-mail
than come to my office."
Online courses during the
summer are not only beneficial
for students who wish to enjoy
the summer, but for professors
as well.
"The online course is especially convenient during the sum
mer because I am able to travel
and continue to teach at the
same time." I'irotb said.
The gap of differences

between on-campus classes and

Worker charged with vandalizing
By Maryclaire Dale
The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - An assembly
line worker was charged with vandalizing a military helicopter at
Hoeing factory, hut federal prosecutors said yesterday that they
were still trying to determine who
damaged a second helicopter at
the plant.
Matthew Kevin Montgomery. 32.

of Trcvosc. was charged with cutting a bundle of wires on an II-IT
Chinook helicopter. U.S. Attorney
Patrick .Median said at a news conference. Montgomery was apparently upset about being reassigned
to another line at the suburban
Philadelphia plant. Median said
The wires were cut the morning
of May 10, Montgomery's last dayworking on the Chinook line at
the plant.

"I think it depends on how someone was

From Page 1

brought up and it also depends on what

and language barriers,

someone wants in life. I do believe that

"They are racial minorities,
religious minorities and are
often linguistically isolated,"
(Itisosaid.
According to Otiso's research,
SomaliS are often less prepared
in financial, social and emotion

,il aspects as many have come as
refugees following a civil war in
the 1990s. Ohio has been a major
destination, with Columbus hav

Ing the second-largest concentration ol Somaus of any us cn\
Hut fellow Africansare not sure
nationality solely determines
how successful one will be once
in the US.

online classes is closing. Classes
that are offered on-campus are
increasingly using online tools.
Tools such as Blackboard
allow shy students to contribute
to class discussion, Molnar said.
Even though many may opt
for online classes for convenience, I'irotb thinks there are
just some things that students
cannot get from online classes.
"Online courses are not for
everyone, and, if it is possible
to take either an online course
or a traditional face-to-face
course, most students would
benefit more from the face-tolace course," he said.

everyone has the potential..."
Douglas Kiteki | Junin

'"'ican People

■

"Regardless of what his
motivation was. the impact
was the same," Median said.
The helicopter would not
have been able to fly with the
cut wires, investigators said.
The production line was
shut down early last week
after the vandalism was discovered by workers Inside
the Ridley Park plant, federal
officials handed out fliers to
workers, offering a $5,000
reward for information in

the case,
U.S. Rep. |oe Sestak has
said thai a suspicious washer
was found in I he second helicopter. A military criminal
investigator described the
washer as being in a place it
shouldn't have been.
Median said authorities

were still trying to determine
"I think it depends on how
someone was brought up and
it also depends on what some
one wants in life," Kiteki said. I
do believe thai everyone has the
potential to achieve what he or
she wants.''
Personally. Kiteki hopes to take
what he has learned in the 1 Inited
Stales to improve not only his
native country of Kenya, but the
entire continent of his helmed

Africa. He looks for inspiration
from several popular African
leaders, such as Nelson Mandela,
who were educated In the U.S. or
Europe and went back to their
countries to make a difference.
Nat ionality aside, Ot iso hopes

his research will help Americans
to understand anil appreciate
the role of all African immigrants in the U.S. economy and

cultural diversity.

who damaged the second
helicopter.
The Chinook is the Army's
workhorse aircraft and is
used to transport troops and
supplies. Hoeing is currently
producing new Chinooks for
the \rmy, as well as updating
older models,
It was not immediately
known if Montgomery had
an attorney,

CAMPUS
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University reviews survey,
will upgrade residence halls

Wcdnesd,
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A BETTER UNIVERSITY, ONE TUNNEL AT A TIME

Residence Life plans to update the electrical fixtures
and furniture in many of the dorms across campus
By Tony Hunter
Reporter

"The reason we are
here is to provide
places that students
want to live and
allow people to
be academically
successful."

University
Residence
Life
I Hrector Michael < Iriffel is working hard this Slimmer planning
current and future investments
tii improve the on-campus living
experience for students.
"There are a lot of capital
improvements, both slum and

long term," (iriffel said
The short term projects will
begin this summer with the
University spending up to $14
million on electrical and furniture upgrades In the dm ins
diillel said there will he a lot
of infrastructure work done in
the living facilities this summer
as well.
The University is also look

fe Direct
last year, founders had the
highest number of requests
b) returning students, with
Offenhauer and Rodgers following in second and third place,
(iriffel said the main reasons
these dorms were more popular is because of the rooms' size
and because of the air condition
ing available in Founders and
Offenhauer.

ingto making big investments in
the near future with a proposed
Housing Master Plan thai will
be renewed from 2004. Once the
plan is approved, the University
will work with architects and
consultants to decide what projects to invest in based on factors
such as enrollment, demographic trends and student needs
To decide what dorms should
hi' changed or updated, the
IIniversitv will he gathering marketing information from student
survevs and locus groups in the

Brittany Vaughn, a formei
Residential \d\1Sor al kohl, said
she always heard from students
how nice the dorms were al

Offenhauer and Founders.
" Ihi'v aie definitely the most
popular dorms even though
they are the most expensive."
Vaughn said.

Sophomore lustus lones
lived in kieisi hei I laiiovv last
semester, and has already
signed up for Offenhauer in the
fall. He said man) of his friends
are living in either Offenhauer,

up-coming school semesters,
Griffel said. I he Housing Master
Plan will also look to the students
to see what current donTIS are
the most popular and win.

founders or Hodgers.
"I've
always
thought
(Iffenhauer was the best dorm to
live in on campus." Jones said.
I In nigh students ma) prefer
these dorms during the fall and
spring semesters, the only available on-campus summer resl
dencehall is kohl.
Among other things to he
decided with the I lousing Master
Plan will hi' whether more or less
dorm space will he needed lor
students according to the currenl enrollment numbers of the
University, (iriffel said actions
have ahead) been taken this
summer with the reduction of the
on-campus apartments available
for students.
In the past, the Universit)
was forced to lease apartments
because oi the overflow of students coming to BGSU. These
numbers have since leveled oil
in the last five years, which is the
reason win ihe University has
reduced its on-campus apartments from 126 bells to 60 beds
in Ihe fall.
With all the work thai goes
into planning new projects.
Griffel said Residence 1 Ife and
the University wants to take ihe
lime to make sine every option
lor students is considered so
their needs will he met.
"The reason we aie here is
to provide places that students
want to live and allow people

PLANS
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I he project approved requires
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Exhibit #11
130.151 Union

Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room

Finance and Administration
Appreciation Buffet

204 Olscamp

101 Olscamp

We've got your next place!
PETS ALLOWED
with a S300.00 nonrefundable pet deposit at these buildings:
725 Ninth Street
733,755,777 Manville

802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street

640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

www. bgnews.com

S-l million to repair and replace old
equipment of the ice arena, which
was built in HHiT.
I he hoard also approved creation of a new central cooling
plan in anticipation oi having to
replacesomechillers. Ihe( enli.il
Chiller Plant project will serve
tin' new Wolfe Center, the Fine
Arts Building, Moore Musical
\ns Building and the Heath .mil
Human Serv ices/ Student I lealth
Center, and will he located next
to the Fine Arts Building with
easv access to the tunnels.
Ihe project costing more than
S-l million is expected to he com
Dieted June 2010.
Roof
replacements
were
approved for the Technology
liuilding. I jle Science liuilding and
Administration Building, as well
as Overman Hall North. College
of Heath and Human Services
I lealth (enter liuilding and leroinc
library's second floor.
I he two projects combined will
cost more than SI million.

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

in he academical!) successful,"
Griffel said,

"Today is the best day
of the year to be on
the Board of Trustees."

From Page 1

RACHEL RADWANSKI

GETTING DIRTY:
'■ ,nns{L) holds a tube while Bobby Hills (R)wdiche1, Tliey..!.by BGSJ Design and Construction to help clean out the tunnels between I h
project to renovate ihe tunnels "Were here to make the environment cledn< i .'.

Check us out online at:

9 different reasons
to play us
for the first time
BRING

STUDENT

WEEKDAYS Mon-Fri
7 a m - 2 pin and
7 days a week
after 6pm

ID AND GET

Tom Garua Golf pro
'Lessons available
•Club repair
•Exp.July 3lst

LIMIT 1 PERSON
451 THURSTIN AVENUE Across the street from Offenhauer
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath. Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only. School Year - $395 00 per month One Year - S370 00 per month

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
150 1/2 MANVILLE

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

Unfurnished, One Bdrm, One Balh
School year ■ S445 00 per month.
One year - S410.00 pec month

Furn. 0' Unhirn One Bdrm, One Bath
School year - S385.00 per month
One year - S350.00 per month

725 NINTH STREET- Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Unfurnished, One Bdrm, One Bath
School year - S455 00 per month.
One year - $390 00 per month.

Furn Or Unfurn. One Bdrm. One Bath
School year • S435 00 per month.
One year - S370 00 per month

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Call 419-352-5546
for Tee Times

923 Fairview Ave.
Bowling Green
, ,4 .J >lL-.\»

uktddtM >

806 SCOTT HAMILTON

722 ELM STREET

4 Bdrm. 2 Baths. Washer, Dryer, Central
Air $900.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $900 00 Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. Lease Immediately - 5 9/09

Three bedrooms. S690 00 per month plus
utilities Deposit $690 00 Has a garage
for storage. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 - 8 8 OS

710 ELM STREET

831 SCOTT HAMILTON #B

Three bedrooms. S740.00 per month
plus utilities Deposit S740.00 Has a
washer and dryer.
Limn 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09.

Two bedrooms S800 00 per month
Deposit S800 00 An conditioned, washer
and dryer. Limit 4 people Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 •8/8/09

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's.

649 SIXTH or 707 SIXTH STREET

Furn Or Unfurn One Balh 8c Extra Vanity.
School year - S630.00 per month.
One year - S530 00 per month

Furn Or Unfurn Two Bdrm, One Bath & Hall Vanity
School year - S565 00 per month.
One year - S475.00 per month

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Furn Or Unfurn One Bdrm, One Bath
School year - S590 00 per month.
One year - S490.00 per month

Furn Or Unlurn Two bedrooms.
School year - S590 00 per month.
One year ■ S490 00 per month

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn Or Unlurn. One Balh W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $620.00 per month
One year - S520 00 per month

Furn Or Unlurn. Two full baths
School year - S650 00 per month.
One year - S540 00 pei month

810 FIFTH or 818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET

FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Balh & Hall Vanity
School year - $565.00 per month.
One year - S475.00 per month.

Furn Or Unfurn One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - S560 00 per month
One year - S485.00 pei month

CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon

Unfurnished. 1'' balhs, dishwasher.
School year - S630 00 per month.
One year - S530.00 per month.

atS. College.

Fall 2008 Housing
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AND TOWNHOUSES
RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS

ASK ABOUT OUR
3-5 BEDROOM HOOSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
GRADUATE EFFICIENCY /1DEDDOOM
M Sty* tip- looUu}! (&_
GREEN BRIAR, INC.

[419) 352 0717

445 E. WOOSTER ■ BOWLING GREEN • OHIO • 43403

www.greenbrlarrentals.com

Furn Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year S555 00 per month
One year - S47500 per month

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

- .-JOHN

NEWLOVE

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rental Office: 419-354-2260
Hburs: Mon. • Fri. 8:30-5:30
Sat. 8:30-5:00
www johnnewloverealestate.com

FORUM

"If we want it to remain an ice arena and not a mud puddle,
we need to make renovations." Sherideen Stoll (see story, p. 1)

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Who do you think the next BGSU president should be?
"Scott Loehrke,
because he's my
brother."

"Johnny Depp."

"Freddie the Falcon,

"Jack from Lost."
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because he believes
in the same stuff I do:

K
^

Have your own rake on
today's People On The

being awesome."

, —^|

Columnist

THESEND0FF

that can't be fixed

ALISON
KEMP

assimilation processes which
all students must undertake in
order to Ix'gin college life can
interfere With learning and can
turn an unbiased scholastic
environment into a special

preference-riddled academic
nightmare.

get a better understanding of
what is expected of me in the
class. Plus. I sometimes get
additional advice or direction
cues as a bonus. Good for me.
but when I go about doing so, I
immediately (and involuntarily)
start building a social barrier
between myself and the other
students in the class.

Do they deserve this? After all,

Sounds disturbing.

OK; maybe I'm putting this
a little too harshly. After all.

professors are opinionated just
like everyone else, and the boogie-train of ultimate destruc-

I am no more special, talented.
or hardworking than anyone
See WOHDER Page 7

WARREN, Ohio — l-ourdays
from today I'll be living an
entirely different life, it will be
one I bat is a little more exciting, a little more pressured,
a little more fast-paced and
nothing like the quiet towns
in (>hk> where I've lived.
I'm moving to New York

City for the summer. I've got
an internship at a trade magazine in the city and I start

there on Tuesday.
I don't know what to expect.
I've been to the city before,
but always as a tourist. 1 didn't
have logo grocery shopping or
wash my clothes. I didn't have
lo ride the subway and get to
work on time. 1 also wasn't

there alone,
I'm a little concerned about
this. I've lived three hours
from home the past three
years of my life, but since the
first day I stepped on campus
as a freshman, 1 had an automatic group of friends to be

with (thank you, FMB).
I've been to Europe twice.

and both ofthose times were

Blending Eastern with Western thinking
CONRAD PRITSCHER

' .UdlMNISl

\s fingerprints are different, so are our brains. "The
Geography ol I bought", by
Richard Misbett, demonstrates
thai Eastern and Western
thinking are noticeabl) different. Westerners are more

interested in things/nouns
while Easterners are more
interested in relations/verbs.
Buckminster Puller's book, "I
Drink I Am a Verb", illustrates
an enhancement of creativity when Westerners combine
qualities ol Eastern thought.
Kaiping Peng and Richard

Nisbett reported in the
"American Psychologist'' that
Westerners think a thing cannot be, and not be, simultaneously. The Eastern students in
their study found that some-

with friends and Other BGSU
students. One would think an
extended stay in a place I've
been to before where the people I will be interacting with
speak my native language
wouldn't be worrisome to me.
But it is.
Don't worry, though. Alison
Kemp isn't going somewhere
unprepared. I have books

See PRITSCHER "age?

See KEMP | Page 7

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras.

BLOGGIHG
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000

BWAM EG6EHBER6ER I COtUMNIST

Columnist

side of college subjectivity."
tion from my wildest dreamsi reams has not yet crossed
the inter-dimensional gateway
from dreamland to rural northwest Ohio.
What I mean to indicate is
that I have received very small
amounts of special treatment
(in (he whole "1 know that you
e\^t'' sense) from some of my
professors as a result of my
efforts to maintain good rapport
between them and myself.
I talk to them after class (to
let them know I exist), and I

feedback at bgnews.com.

Gas prices: a problem

"Such behavior on my part could also lead
to favoritism, which is often regarded

ing is how we humans, with our
innate individuality and our
tendencies to make things more
subjective than objective, can
almost turn college into more of
a four year adaptation exercise
than an educational experience.
Not to say that I haven't
learned much in the past eight
months; I am significantly more
knowledgeable now than I was
III SugUStof2007. (And I've
received a crash course on how
professor lo student relations
work, to hoot!)
What I am saying is that
sometimes the acclimation and

a question? Give us your

Travelin' around
the globe

(at least by myself) as the nastiest
I wn though I haveonl)
i ompleteda meagei 32 ol the
required 122 credit hour points
I need in older to graduate
from BGSU, I've learned quite
a deal from mj freshman yeai
of college.
I have become more aware
and more tolerant of other
people's varied and unique lifestyles, and i have learned how
to better respect other people's
interests and needs.
I now have a greatei nndri
standing ol how important it is
to stud) sedulously and lo adapt
to strii i grading criteria and irreversible deadlines.
And I'm now aware ol how
human behavior, emotions
and sentiments, preconceived
notions and subjective judgments, can make ever) single
student's college experience
completer) different from anyine else's.
This upsets me.
lint it has also assisted me
ova the past two semesters, in
onewaj or another.
What I'm specifically address-

JEFF LOEHRKE. Senior.
Film Production

Senior. Human
Development

Can professors fall prey to favoritism.'?
LEVI JOSEPH
J*\\ WONDER

Street? Or a suggestion for

DANIELLE AHIE,

JESSE KOZA, Graduate
Student. Vocal Music
Performance

RACHEL ACKERMAN.
Semoi Fine Arts

VISIT US AT
BGHEWS.COM

SPEAK YOUR MIHD
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story

Raise your hand if you're upset
with gas prices. Okay, now
raise your hand if you have the
solution.
Alright, I was just kidding, put
your hands down because you
probably don't know how to fix
it. That's okay. I don't cither, but
here are some tilings to keep
in mind the next time a debate
erupts.
Oil has been a hot-button
issue recently, as gas prices soar
to around S4/gallon II saw $3.99
on Sunday). \Vhat's causing
these skyrocketing prices is more
obscure than much of the media
would like you to believe. For
example. I've seen many articles
blaming Bush and his unpopular
war in Iraq.
I've also beard people accuse
big oil companies like ExxonMobile. Then again, some will
say the high prices are due lo a
lack of investment in alternative
energy sources. In reality, it's D)
All of the above.
If ever there was a more
complex problem that entangled so many people and
cultures, I would like to hear
about it, but I doubt there is
or ever was. The best way to
break this clown is to take a
look at determinants of supply
and determinants of demand.
1 et s star) with the latter.
There's no doubt that
Americans love their cars. And
we need them. America has
been blessed with an abundance
of land on which to establish cities and towns. But with this vast
expanse comes the need for ondemand transportation.
linlike Europe, American dties are spaced hundreds of miles
apart, often more, and public
transportation from house to
workplace is simply out of the
question. 1 hink of how many
buses il would lake to transport
people from their homes in suburbia to their jobs in the cities.
Compounding this problem
currently is the season. Summer
is vacation time, and vacation can mean a long car ride.
It's only natural that With an
increase in demand comes an
increase in price. As a result, we
own a large portion of blame
for the hike in gas prices. But "a
large portion" is far from "all."
and the problem is certainly
more complex.
In addition to all of us, a number of other consumers have
entered the market for oil in the
past few years. The United States
military needs oil for tanks,
planes, trucks, ships and a number of other applications. And it
can't just seize it from Iraq. That's
like robbing a bank. Call me a
fascist, but I really don't believe
we're trying to conquer Iraq.
Our anned forces need oil just
as much as we do, maybe more,

"Be careful before
you lambaste evil oil
and praise hydrogen
or ethanol."
and they'll pay just as much as
we will for it.
t )il is unquestionably the fuel
of industrialization, and China
needs more and more each
year. The same is tnte for other
industrializing nations. As these
countries enter the market, the
number of consumers increases,
which drives up demand and
drives up price. If America wants
the same sized slice of the pie, it's
going to have to pay more for it.
Another major factor is the
problem of oil production, or
supply. Unfortunately. America,
along with most Western countries, gets most of its oil from
the Middle East. And most

oil producing countries in the
Middle East are members of

the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries.
Make no mistake about it:

OPEC Is a cartel that essen
lially sets the price of oil. Even
Venezuela is a member. So why
don't we just get our oil elsewhere, like domestically? Good
Lucid
The Alaska pipeline is controversial enough. No one
wants an oil pump or refinery
in their backyard, not to mention the cow the EPA and other
environmentalist groups would
have I he same is mte for other
countries.
As if OPEC setting prices isn't
bad enough, OPEC states are
not willing lo increase production of oil. Why? Well, if they
do. the supply of oil increases
which drives down price, and
then who would pay for their
fleets of Italian cars? And don't
blame Bush for not Irving,
he's asked the Saudi prince to
increase production.
But the web of confusion in oil
supplies is still more complex.
Internal conflicts in Nigeria,
nationalization in Venezuela, and
increased governmental control
in Russia have all cut oil production. When supply decreases,
prices go up.
Alternative energy poses an
interesting quandary. Be careful before you lambaste evil oil
and praise hydrogen or ethanol.
Want to hear a dirty little secret?
You have to burn fossil fuels to
get hydrogen, and it's just as
expensive and dirty. Ethanol,
while it is cheaper, causes food
prices to increase, so either way
you pay. And you still need oil
to produce it. Solar and wind
energy are not efficient enough
yet. Finally, who wants a nuclear
power plant in their backyard?
So is there really a solution?
No. Your best bet is a Prius.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
MICHAEL WEIGMAN I THE BG NEWS

THE BG NEWS
GINA POTTHOFF, EDITOR IN CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University

L0RI WEBER. CAMPUS EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy

SCOn RECKER. CITY EDITOR

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally lo be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.

QUENTIN KILPATRICK. PULSE EDITOR
JESSICA HYLTON, FORUM EDITOR
MICHAEL METZGER, SPORTS EDITOR

Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966

CARRIE CRANE.DESIGN EDITOR

E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

AMY G0STK0WSKI. COPY CHIEF

Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page

ENOCH WU. PHOTO EDITOR

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters lo the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to then*ws@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing lor length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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SIDELINES

BASEBALL
The Falcons ride
11 game win
streak into MAC
Tournament
The Falcons earned a third seed
alter finishing the regular season as
conference co-champs. BG faces
Ohio in the first round this morning at VA Memorial Stadium in
Chillicothe.
A win advances BG to face
the winner of the game between
Eastern Michigan and Western
Michigan at 4 p.m. tomorrow, while
the losers will play at 9 a.m
BG started their winning streak
by sweeping the Bobcats in Athens
at the start of May.

GOLF
Falcons finish
eighth at MAC
Championship
BG shot their best round as
a team in the three day tournament, carding a 298 on May 4.
at the Longaberger Golf Club in
Nashport. Ohio
BG finished with a 72-hole score
of 1.210. just seven strokes back
of fourth place Toledo. Eastern
Michigan won the nine team event
shooting 1.171.
Sophomore Matt Schneidei led
the Falcons finishing 14th overall
due in part to a one under third
round
Senior Jace Walker placed
tied for 19th. sophomore John
Powers tied foi 24th. seniors
Russell Goodwin 41st and Trevor
Spathelf 42nd
The top four scores each round
were recorded. Walker was voted to
the Second Team All-MAC.

TENNIS
Falcons fall in MAC
tourney semifinals
After defeating Eastern
Michigan. BG fell to top seeded
Western Michigan in the MAC
Tournament. Kelsey Jakupcin was
named to the All-MAC First Team.
Christine Chuicosta second-team
and Katia Babma to the MACs
All Tournament Team

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Baseball:
at MAC Toutney 9 a.m.

Whittaker Track opens for MAC Championship at BGSU, Falcons place 11th
RUNNING TO THE FINISH: Carly Bates, second from left, had the best finish foi the Falcons, placing fourth in the 1500 meters this past Saturday. Other top Falcons finishers were Whitney Hartman and Lauren Bryant second and eighth
respectfully, ,n the hammer throw and the 4.100 telay team of Bntlani McNeal. Saiah Hooten. Amanda Sefcik jnd Shantell Lewis placed seventh Akion won the event with 208
ud 29

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

Softball season comes to an end

3

9

By Jasmine Nash

The women's Softball team made
a comeback following ;i rough
start this past year.
\fter losing 16 games ina rowai
the beginning of the season, the
Falcons finished the sear with a
19-24 record.
Home field advantage may have
been a factor thai helped oul the
falcons who won 7 of 11 games
played at the Falcon's Nest.
This has been an eventful sea
son for the girls softball team
in MAC Tournament play. Hie
Falcons won their first two games
of the MAC Tournament against
Ohio (3-1) and Ball State (6-0),
but lost against Ohio two limes to
earn a third place finish overall in
the MAC Tournament.
junior llayley U'iemer. senior
Dawnjene DeLong and senior
Emily Gouge were named to the
MAI Ml fburnamenl team.
Weimerand DeLong, along with
senior Allison Vallas were named
to the 20011 ESPN the Magazine
Academic All-District team.
Weimer was also named by
the National Fastpitch Coaches
Association (NFCA) to the 2008
\K \ Greal lake- Mi-Region
team. W iemer is only the second
Falcon in program history to be
honored twice in her career as an
TBEVOftltE
All-Region selection.
She is not only a leader in the ONE LAST SWING: Senior Allison Vallas tales a swing against Detroit on April 16.2008
was named to the 2008 ESPN the M
nic All District team along with
MAC, but she is also ranked
among the top 100 in the nation in teammates Hayley Wiemei. jurnoi. and Dawnjene DeLong. senior Tlte Fakoi
season with a loss to Ohio in the MAC Tour i
.month
six different categories.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Create and solve your
Sudohu puzzles for FREE.
navmoresudokuandwin prizes at:

PR/ZESUDOKUCOM
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Find A Place To Call Home

will b

www.prelerredpropertiesco.com

„ Saturdays & Sundays
. 5-23.2008
10anv4pm
May 26,2008 (Memorial Day|

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"

CLOSED
May2W^
10am4[
June 17-J
8am-5pm

Updated Birchwood (small pel allowed)
Mini Mall AptS. (Downtown)

1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-5
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378
Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

8

k

Pharmacy 'July 4.2008
aOSED
Julys-July 16,2008
8am-5om
•
Pharmacy 10am-4pm
July 17-August 6,2008
10am4pm
August 7,2008
CLOSED
August 8-15,2008
10am-4pm
August 18-22,2008
8am-5pm

To schedule an appointment call

419-372-2271
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Designing clothes is not
simply for big cities

CASTLE SUNSHINE
103 S. College St.
(Above Beat the
Bookstore)

Today, May 21
8 p.m.
LAUTREC (IL)
ANTILLES
BIG FAT JAPAN
INSTANT
PREHISTORIC (Ml)
PORTS OF AIDIA
BLITHE FIELD

These shoes
are made for rockin'
OUENTINKIIPATBICK

--,'.-.•.

Monday. May 26
8 p.m.
By Quentin Kilpatriclc

COUGAR DEN (Wl)
PIANOS BECOME
THE TEETH (MD)
ANTILLES
BIG FAT JAPAN
CHURCHES BURN

I he most I've charged is $35 and I don't
want to charge anyone anymore than
thai.

Pulse
Mark Miller, 20. Local
Revivalist/Artist Q&A

Lyricist/

Q: Why do vmi call yourself G Clef G
Note?
MM: (i (lief G Note was my name way
back in the day when we first started
(Iroup i ionic [ex-rap group).
Q: What started the Do-It-Yourself
shoe design idea?
MM: Vmally il was my girlfriend Bri's
idea, She really lou'd my drawings so
she went mil lo Wul-Marl and houghl
some piece of sir I while shoes. I houghl
some markers and dial's how il started.
Ml her Idea.

donation required
myspace.com/
castlesunshine
HOWARD'S
CLUBH
210 N. Main St.
Today. May 21
9 p.m.

Q: When was that?
MM: I'm gonna give it six months. I have
no idea really, I don'l have a specific
dale, ii was spur of the moment.
Q ll< iu in.m\ people h.nc win designed
shoes for? Is il just word of mouth?
What's I he process?
MM: lust sixasofnow.lt has been pretty
word of mouth, just through friends.
Q: Pretty cheap?
MM: I haven'i been trying to figure out
•tn actual price. It just depends on the
amount ol work I have to put into it.

Q: For the very detailed shoes you've
done, how do you start? Is it stencilwork?
MM: I do stencil, pencil everything on
the shoe before I stall it. The first pair I
mostly did freehand but everything else
has been laid out before. I haven't found
ii better way yet.
QUENTIN KI1PATRICK

Q: Is there a specific type of marker
you use?
MM: I've been gelling the thin-line fabric markers from loAnn Fabrics and
they're perfect When they're fresh I can
gel some of the finest detail and that's
perlecl. I'm all about the detail and I
love the intricacy.
Q: Is there something you use lo coal il
or waterproof il?
MM: I've been using the waterproofing
for shoes. It's a spray and il seems to
hold up great. The more coats you use
the belter it brightens the color. So far
I haven'i had a problem with blending al all. The marker hasn't bled anywhere but they do lade over time, il just
depends on how much you wear them.
It ages with the shoe
SeeSHOES|Paqe8

THE BELLRAYS
THE HIGHGEARS
THE ARCHITECTS
Saturday. May 24
9 p.m.
FRIENDLY FOES
(Ryan from
Thunderbirds Are
Now!)
GOLAB
HOT DAMN!
HUMAN CARGO

myspace.com/takingonexplosives
ELSEWHERE
RICHES. RIVALS AND
RADICALS' - presentation on the 20th century's
most notable art collectors.

TOLEDO MUSEUM
OF ART
Friday. May 30

Iron Man soars past the multitude
of cinematic superhero forgetfuls
By A.iicin !!.■ Iff.■rich

Packed with enough energy
and special effects lo power
a small army, superhero
films have become frequent
fliers .ii the summer box
office, Recently> however
there seems lo be a lack of
ii dignified purpose when
bringing these heroes up lo

the silver screen.
In the latest efforts like the
sequel to"! he Fantastic Four
and even "Spider Man 3", tincore storyline played mil like
tedious monotony. Taking
notice of this weakness, the
latest cinematic hero is longing for a transformation that
will do more than jusl break
the sound barrier,
With an original story thai
diites hack nearly 45 years,
Iron Man gets his cinematic
debut with powerhouse talent. Directed by Ion Iavreau
and starring Robert Downey
)r.. "Iron Man'' boasts a fresh
visual eye and immense acting ability. To update the
scenario for the billionaire
playboy and genius weapons inventor, Tony Slark,
the creation Story of "Iron
Man" begins in Afghanistan.
While presenting his new
weapon technology, Tony
is ambushed by terrorists

and forced into captivity to
build a destructive weapon.
Instead, Tony uses his industrial intelligence lo plan an
elaborate escape with a hightech, full bodysuit of armor.
In the latest Installment
in the Superman franchise,
director Bryan Singer proved
with "Superman Returns"
Ihal there will always be
a need for the unwavering
boy scout. In "Iron Man",
the importance is exhibited
effortlessly. When he is not
asking you to suspend disbelief for comic mischief,
Favreau's interpretation of
the world surrounding Tony
Stark hits hauntingly close
to home. Now. we're given a
world that's stricken by war
because of advancing weapons technologies. As Tony
is thrown into the heart of
storm, his transformation to
the iron clad muscle-man is
much more believable and
ultimately praiseworthy.
While
seeing
Robert
Downey |r. fire on all cylinders, the transformation
never lasted so sweet. As
Tony witnesses first-hand
how his creations are landing in the wrong hands, the
film takes on a secondary
exploration of how one man
can take action in changing his life as well as the

IRON MAN"
■ Grade: B
■ Rated PG-13 for some
intense sequences of sci-fi
action and violence, and
brief suggestive content
■ Runtime: 126 minutes
■ Starring: Robert Downey
Jr.. Terrence Howard. Jeff
Bridges and Gwyneth
Paltrow

■ Directed by Jon Favreau
world. With such a deeply
engaging character, there's
enough credibility lo allow
a dismissal of the dreadful
talent exhibited by Gwyneth
I'altrow as Stark's secretary,
Pepper Polls. For the driven
and professional character
she represents, her climactic
switch to a damsel in distress is hardly believable and
slightly laughable.
llltimately, "Iron Man"
joins the ranks of the few
superhero films that deliver
world class special effects
without
tarnishing the
more important qualities of
humor and developed characters. Like few other franchise films, including this
year's "Batman" sequel, "The
Dark Knight", here's to those
working towards a brighter
future of diverse superhero
sequels.

NOT A FULLTIME JOB: Thaddecis
Hubc is ,i R.' f hemistry major al OSU.
needless lo say slmt designs won't be his
mam i.t'

Ohio students make snazzy shirts with style
By Quentin Kilpatrick

BRICKS APPAREL Q&A.
Andrew
lluber

Bair

and

Thadtlcus

Q:Whatareyourlitles?Creators?
Collaborators?
AB: Bricksiers. Cause Bricks is ,i
verb in my vocabulary, so...

THiI'mthebricks-EST.

AB: And I in thebricks-ISI.
TH: It's jusl LSI and 1ST.
Q:l remember when Bricks
started in high school. Whal was
that junior-senior year?
AB: Probably August 2006, before
senior year.
Q: Whal spawned Ihe idea?
AB: Well, we saw something
similar to it, people use Stencils,
put On shirts and whal not. And
we were like, 'Why not do it in
Bowling Green and give people
custom shirts that ... look cool,'
I guess. Thai's Ihe main idea
behind it.
THi If they can do it, we can,
1,1:1(1111 me through your design
process: Where do you guys gel
the T-shirts? Mow do you choose
Ihe aesthetic design of il and
how do you place it on a shirt?
AB: We use stencils. We like the
simplicity of it. Simplicity is the
cool part of the shirt I mean,
we've obviously got more inlri
cate in our designs bin there's
beauty in the simplicity of It. I he
creative process is pretty spontaneous, hul Tad is ihe main stencil

guy

TH: Well, I'll jusl see something
that looks pretty cool, I'll cut it
out and then we'll digitally idler
them as we want. I mean obviously we have to change il so it
can be understood on a shirt.
AB: I know several people in
the digital art program, and a
lot of them say thai they'll take
an image and alter it. And this
is whal we do, we take an image
and alter it, make it our own.
0:liiicks went MIA for awhile,
what brought it back?
AB: We were on hialus after I
graduated from high school. Bui
this summer, after mv freshman

year ol college, we didn't want to
gel real jobs...
TH: We thought itel be fun to
make shirts, hang out and listen
lo music, etc.
AB: We had a hunch ol shirts thai
were sitting at I.ids house and I
saw CBCB's and knew thai Ihej
used local ,u lists. Sn on a whim
we jusi came in and they said
"Yeah, we are really into It." We
didn't really think much would
happen from il. hul there's been
enough interest thai we made
ii second cut and they've been
rcalh awesome about the whole
thing because they reall) wani
to give local artists and designers
exposure.
Where do you get your T-shirts
from?
AB: We gei 11 HI ■ I from American
Apparel, we like their stuff. In the
very beginning we used llaines
I shirts, hut we were able to find a
Web site (trendyblanks.com! lhai
sold them for relatively cheap, so
il raised ihe cost but the also the

quality of the product,
Q:Do you convey any messages
through yourdesigns?
AB: lor the most part it's kind
Of on a whim, like the whole
thing. But we have some T-shirts
that are iheinecl like our Africa
shirt. We've donated to Invisible
Children, but we recently stopped
that because we didn't like how
they do business, basically the
low percentage Of the revenue
I hat actually goes to aid.
Bricks Apparel can be purchased
at CBCB's Apparel Co., 149 East
Woostei Street in HowlingCreen.

7:30 p.m. | Little Theater

Speed Racer fails to cross the finishline with both audiences and critics
"I'm obsessed

By Aaron Halffarich

with shoes. I must

f-ilm Critic

have hundreds of

It's rare that a children's movie
is widely accepted by various
age groups. It's even more rare
iluit ii children's cartoon applies
so well to a full-length motion
picture blockbuster. This year,
Ihe creators of the Matrix trilogy are attempting to break Ihe
conventional boundaries of cinema once again. With the task of

pairs. I'm a shoe
feind... I need to
go shopping."
Keira Knightleyj Actress

interpreting the classic Japanese
anime series, "Speed Racer,"
their previous work will either
generate a desired success or an
overwhelming catastrophe.
"Speed Racer" has forever been in the hearts of children and nostalgic adults.
Transferring the original story
of the racing underdog is the
directing duo Urry and Andy
Wachowski. With the help of
Hmile I lirsch in the title role, the

Wachowski brothers tell a story
about how an unlikely, but natural born racer goes up against
the corporate flooded circuit
in an attempt to bring back the
true spirit of racing. With help
from his loyal family, his longtime friend Trixie (Christina
Ricci) and the mysterious Racer
X (Matthew Fox), Speed leaps
into his Mach 5 faster than we
can say, "Go Speed, Go!"
Since it's nearly an impos-

sible endeavor to create a film
that is equally enjoyable for
both adults and children, ihe
live action Speed Racer film
attempts a delicate balancing
act that inevitably brought it to
a screeching halt. "Racer" tries
desperately to be two separate
films when it never had the
capabilities of doing so. With
almost a two-and-a-half-hour
runtime that fills its non-action
sequences with over explana-

tory dialogue, parents must be
advised their children will be
squirming with boredom rather
than excitement for a majority
of the movie. I lining been mar
keled primarily as a kids movie,
the blockbuster production may
suffer massive box office losses
when it's nearly impossible to
define a target audience.
See SPEED | Page 8
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KEMP

my room is like or how small
a selection of clothes or books
or first aid supplies I have u ii h
me, life in New York ( itv will he
a much grander adventure than
living at home.
So, readers, thank you for
taking the time to read my first
column. I hope you continue
reading ever) week and learn a
little bit more about the world
and our neighbors closer to
home, I know you'll learn more
about me, and I hope my reflections will get you to slop and
think about who you are. too.
Please, send me suggestions and questions, Maybe
you have a favorite restaurant
or place to visit in \eu York
City (especially in Brooklyn
because that's where I'm living] or maybe you've always
heard about some place and
want to know if it is worth
the wait. Send me an e-mail
at alison.kemp@gmail.com
or check out myblogal www.
travelintheglobe.blogspot.com.
I c ant wail to hear from you!

bedroom that is 6 x 8 and sleeps
only one person. The other person sleeps in the living room,
fabulous, eh?

From Page 4
the subway system. I even haw
a deck of cards with 52 different New York City adventures.
I have a job and a room and a
long list of things I want to
do during my II weeks as a
city girl.
This column is going to be
about all (he things I do during
my time in New York City. It's
going to be about whal it takes
to survive, the people I meet,
the places I visit, the awkward
moments ol being a Cleveland
Indians fan in Yankee country,
and whatever else happens (or
doesn't happen) to me.
The one thing I am anticipating the most about this journey
is seeing my apartment. It's
going to be liny, and there's a
possibility that I might not he
sleeping In a bedroom'. The
smallest apartments in the
New York University apartment
building I am slaying in have a

These small facilities mean
that I can't lake anything extra.
Those of you who know me
know that I like to he prepared.
This summer, I will have to
survive not being prepared for
every possible situation.
This will be good practice for
me. though. I will go from having to fit all of my effects into a
small car and small apartment
lo fining into two suitcases and
a couple of boxes.
I'm spending the school year
studying abroad in Sal/burg,
Austria, and I can lake even
fewer things there and I'll be
there for nine months.
livery time I think about
how small my room might
be, I think about something my mother mid me a
couple of weeks ago. She said.
"Remember, you could be
spending your summer living
at home.'' And no mailer what

WONDER

favoritism, however small, in
action during my time at college.
I mm paying more attention
to the student who seems to be
more "Into it" than the others,
lo being ever so slightly -more
lenient on a specific student's
grades when finals roll around,
such subjectivity can serve as
the hot, destructive, corrosive,
sticky glue of unnecessary bias
to the well-oiled clockwork
gears of academia and postsecondary education.
Then again. I must be
sounding too foreboding and
Arnold-Schwar/.enegger-ish
in my subtlety; any example
made using the whole "corrosive, sticky glue" theme is too
brash to make even a modicum

From Page 4
else simply because I might
choose to engage in more sub
stamial conversation with mj
professor. Such behavior on my
part could also lead to favoritism, which is often regarded (at
least by myself) as the nastiest
side of college subjectivity,
Favoritism on the part of the
professor can have negative
effei tson the student class body
as a whole. Mow I'm not saying
thai any of BGSU's professors
are people who would innately
tieat certain students different!) based on how often those
specific students would choose
to make themselves heard, but
I have seen a lew instances of

PRITSCHER

individuals who are rigorousl)
prepared for their responsibilities as educators in colleges all
around lite world.
Besides, I have reason to
believe that professors In training would go through some son
ol anti-favoritism conditioning
before receiving their degrees,
Looking back on whal I've
written, the favoritism which
I have so blatantly lambasted
for having such a detrimental
effect on the educational process might actually be nothing
more than a little bit ot kindness On the part of professors
or pussibh favoritism in a very
mild form).
Ilmmm.
All of this self-contradicting is
making me hungry.
\nvhodv goi some hummus?

of sense. After all, university
professors a re h ighly-l rained

more certainty, and as a result,

Westet n mistake ol separating
philosophy from poetry. Easl
\sians more often see figure

From Page 4
thing could be, and could not
be, simultaneously,
Our Western history is based
on early Greek thinkers, primarily Plato and Aristotle. I heir
thinking, and consequently
Western thinking, holds that
something could not be. and be,
simultaneously, Not so for East

Asians.
For Westerners, axiology,
the Stud) ol value, is,i sub
branch ol philosophy. Vxiology
is further divided into aesthetics, the stud) ot beauty, and
ethics; the Stud) ol what is
good. Easterners never made
whai some people considei the

if some event cannot beclearl)
measured, thai event is often
not considered, Nouns are more
easily measured than relations
between nouns East Asians
allow for more uncertainty.
Western thinking has led
man) teachers and professors
to promote student achieve
men) thai is capable ol extra
cleat measurement. I requently,
teachers and professors do
not have love ni learning, sell •
duei Hon.and the develop
meni of an imaginative, open
mind as primary goals ol theit
instruction, since those goals,
while we know whal they are,
are difficult to measure with
enough certainty fot man)
Westerners.

and ground simultaneously.
I insiein thought thai a good
scientist was a good artist.
I insiein also thought the best
way to learn whal a scientist
does, is not to read or listen to
what a scientist says, bill rather,
notice what he or she does.
Perhaps I insiein s brilliance
parti) anise from his broad
thinking, which encompassed
Western and Eastern elements.
Ihemathematician philosopher. Rene Descartes,
cemented dualistir thinking for
the West by his excessive need
to be certain. Aristotle's and
Descartes' influence lodav is
that Westerners seem to need
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I astemers are more holistic.
Westerners are more often
Nobel Laureates but now with
inn fund ni knowledge doubling
so rapidly. Westerners ma\
need lobe inorei omprehensive
.mil holistic by blending some
I astern elements of thought
into our Western thinking.
II onsider the epitome of
I astern thinking to be besi
rJest ribed by philosopher
\braham Kaplan when he
wrote about Zen. When writing
about Zen, Kaplan believes thai
nonsense cannot be avoided
Nonsense isa "no no" for
Westerners. Bv adding I astern
elements to our Western thinking, we ni.iv lincl thai more
sense may be made in the long
run. when vvr.illmv the possibility, or even likelihood, of
some nonsense.
Kaplan doesn't define Zen.
it seems thai il"' need foi verj
clear definitions has been a
hang-up tin Western thought
and for Western schooling I or
instance, ii you want to know
whai education is. whj don't
yousimpl) go to a dictionary
and look il up? Ifyou knowthe
dictionary definition ofeduca

linn, would you then know
when your teachers and profes
sors are educating you?
I in Westerners, it wecan't
define something, we are igno
rani about it. \~.i result ol the
greai difficult) in writing about
whai is quality in thought and
statement, we ran-lv considei
whai is quality in iliimglit and
statement. We know thai foui
isacorreel answer to the question, what is two plus two. I lave
we learned in a quality waj
when we know the answer to
whai isiwn plus two? Certainly,
theabilit) to manipulate
numerical symbols is useful in
our daily lives, but it does not
loll us how best to live. 01 how
to be self-directing and broad
mindedly, imaginatively open.
U hen one asks whal is Zen,
lookai Inayat khan's reply. His
reply is a stor) aboul a young
hsii going to the queen fish and
asking: "I heai there is a sea.
u hat is it, and where is it?"
ihe young fish is. of course,
so surrounded and enmeshed
by the sea thai he does noi
notice it. I he same is true for
/en anil us. As I.U.S. Ilaldani'
said: "The universe is nut onlv

stranger than we suppose, ii
is strangei than we can sup
pose." I lu-divisions i luil we
make in the West are i apablc ol
infinite refinement. As Michael
Polany i said in his hook I,ml
Dimension": 'Wecan know
more than we can tell." Oneol
the mistakes Westerners make
is tothink thai we can tell all we
know In 500 B.C., I ao 1st
" I he way thai can he said is not
the way."
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KINGDOm OF=
THE a RYS TR L SKULL

ByLoriW«ber
Campus Editof
The signature hat and whip are
back.
"Indiana (ones and the Kingdom of
the Crystal Skull" will mark the fourth
installment of the beloved series that
first debuted in 1981.
Harrison Ford returns as Dr. Henry
'Indiana' Jones, the professor/archeologist from Marshall College, who
ends up globe-trotting and dodging
snakes In order to seek out hidden
treasures and protect relics from the

SPEED
':

II the Wachowski brothers
snliK intended to utilize theii
groundbreaking filming lei h
niques to capture the spiiii ol
in anime cartoon, their goal
- mild inn have been achieved
with anothet ounce ol preci
sion. Glorified high-speed racing
sequent es that have cars flipping every direction trulj i ap
iiiirs iin aii form that Speed's
mothei raves about. More shin
ing moments appeal in uproari
ous hits ni humor with Speed's
youngei brother, Spritle, and his
pel monkej named t himChim.

Nazis. But that was back in 1938.
This fourth movie ages Indy to
1957. It's the era of the Red Scare
In which Soviet and communism
are words that strike terror in the
hearts of the American public. Due to
McCarthy ism, even Indy gets caught
up in the panic and his patriotism is
questioned by the FBI.
Critics have been giving the movie,
which releases tomorrow, fairly positive reviews.
Bill Goodykoontz, film critic for The
Arizona Republic, wrote '"Indiana
Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal

Skull' plays heavily on the fondness
of the audience for the first three
films. Without that, it's basically a
better-made version of the 'National
Treasure' series."
Director Steven Spielberg lias kept
the plot and filming almost a complete secret. The media machine
behind the Spielberg powerhouse has
closely guarded the film, and until
recently, the only pictures and plot
synopses came from wild speculations and computer generated images
created by fans.
Now people are buzzing about the

film. According to fandango, a movie
ticket sales Web site, the pre-lirket
sales are expected lo break records.
The 19-year hiatus between "The
Last Crusade" (1989) and "Kingdom
of the Crystal Skull'' left some speculating about the character of Mutt
Williams, played by Shia I alleoul.
Who is he? Is he Indiana Jones'
son? Spielberg has not made any
suggestion cither way, but spoilers
are popping up online that Mutt
Williams is Henry 'Mutt' Williams,
the son of Marion Ravenwood and
Indiana (ones. Tomorrow will tell if

fliisi-iineoriioi.
IVu cli.ii.icters are back I mm the
original trhioflnrl\ films.
Kau'iiivOOd, plau-d In Karen Allen,
was Inily's girlfriend from "Haiders of
the Lost Ark". Allen returns which
adds speculation to LaBeonTscharacIcr (Williams).
Will this fourth Indiana lours
movie continue the saga of the
famous treasure hunter or is this the
final song? Hopefully "Kingdom of
the Crystal Skull" won't be the endgame, and a new generation of Indy
fans will be born.

SPEED RACER
■
■

■ Runt
■ ■
Fox and John Goodman.
■ Directed by Larry and Andy

I'hrough every frame of artistic
compilation, this monke) nevei
missesa beat.
Still, with so mm h style and
energy bursting in this movie, it's
e\ ideni iliis racer needs a little
more than a push to gel going
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SHOES
From Page 6
Q: Mow will you spend your
summer?
MM: Win kin};. For these arts and
crafts-type stufl we're spreading
Into other areas, nol just shoes.
she had an idea for a lamp shade
and I thought that'd be sweet.
We can do anything.
Q: I low about this table?
MM: Absolutely. I love to paint I
love an) medium of art, anything
I i an throu some color on and
design, siri id paint your stow
if I could. Everything in my house
will be loaded like a canvas.

Q: \re there any boundaries?
MM: No, there really isn't. It's
right along the lines ol what a
loi ni kids in town are thinking, especially
downtown,
Absolute!} everything is a medium. Anything blank is a canvas
and ever) item you own can be
customized If you wani it to be,
It's definitely the age that we're
in, an independent/everybody's
gotta have there nun thing ...
Everybody needs to have that
artistic connection, whether
you're wearing it or putting ii on
something. It's the Black swamp
and we need lo have thai.
For inquiries, comments or
11itKisiii. e-mail g clef g
note@gmail.com,
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